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First go to www.reaper.fm/download.php

And chose the version that corresponding 
to your system. Click on download and follow 
the instructions.

http://www.reaper.fm/download.php


The first time you launch the software you have this empty  
window. It’s the workspace. 

some tools for the edition 

Reaper is not free ! But the evaluation  
version is full and unlimited in time. If you want 
to work on reaper as a professional you have to  
buy the discount licence for ±60$. 

Tracks mixer

Play mode transport



In first, go to reaper’s preferences

Chose your sound system in the list

And set your sample rate



For import an audio track just drag 
 and drop the song on the timeline and  
an audio track will be created. You can 
also drag’n drop on a existing track.



After the importation, a .reapeaks file  
will be created with the editing informations 
useful for reaper

For record a 
song click on 
the red button 
on an existing 
track. 

Then click on 
record on the 
transport



For separate a song region, click on the 
time line where you want to cut the song. 
And Press S on your Keyboard

You can move the song where as you 
prefer and also create a new track by the 
drag’n drop



For the sound propriety access, double 
click on the song region and this window  
will appear.



For create a fade in/out click on the corner 
and slide. For change the curve of the 
fade right click on the curve of the fade. 

For shorten the song, click on the 
extremity of the region and slide. If you 
slide out of the limite of the song, reaper 
will create a loop. 

For the crossfade 
is very simple, just 
move the region 
on an other region 
and a crossfade 
will be 
automatically 
created. 



Be careful, when VU meter display a red 
light it’s because the track is saturating. 
You can control the level of the sound for 
adjust the volume. Try to never change 
the master volume even if the master is 
saturating. It’s preferable to lower the 
other tracks.



You can save your session if you want to 
work on it again.

If you want to export your work click on 
render



When you select render this window 
appear. Select what you want to export : 
- Entire project will take all your active 
tacks 
- Chose time selection or custom time for 
export a smaller area. 

Set now the 3 important parts of 
your sound :  
- Sample rate 
- format 
- Bit depth 

And after click on Render

This window will appear when the 
render is finished.  
And you can chose some options for 
what you want to do with the export


